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Target Audience: This paper is directed towards engineers and researchers with interest in high field MR coil design. 
Purpose: The asymmetry of the B1 profile of a loop at fields strengths of 3T and higher has been well documented since the early 1990’s by P. Roschmann.1 
Specifically for magnetic fields of 7T and higher, the B1 asymmetric profile of a loop coil becomes very prominent, leading to the avoidance of large loop structures not 
only because of Q considerations but for the asymmetry of the B1 profile on an array of loop coils.  At 7T and even higher strength field, the challenge of short RF 
wavelengths of the excitation field, generating standing waves inside the dielectric objects similar to the dimensions of a human body, leads to B1 inhomogeneity and 
elevates local hot spots with respect to the specific absorption rate (SAR).2 To correct such issues, innovative RF coil structures and shapes associated with sequence 
optimization have been proposed to explore the potential benefits of 7T MRI, as well as to pave the way for future clinical applications.3 In terms of 7T RF coil designs, 
a dipole antenna or a strip-line shaped coil has been highlighted as the best candidate for replacing a loop shaped coil to overcome non-desirable B1 inhomogeneity.4 
However, since strip line shaped coils lack of maintaining high B1 field sensitivity at distances further away from the coil’s structure, the demand and use of the loop 
shaped coil arrays are still investigated. In the present abstract, the design of a phased array RF structure, addressing the issue about asymmetric B1 profile of a loop coil 
at 7T as well as maintaining the competitive in depth coil sensitivity inside the human body, is presented.   
Methods: To obtain the optimized sensitivity from RF loop coil for MRI, it is mandatory that the inductance of the coil 
should be kept as low as possible. In order to minimize the voltage and the coil’s electric field, the length of wires should 
be shorter than a tenth of wave length, and capacitors are symmetrically distributed around the coils. However, at 7T MRI, 
due to dielectric effect of heterogeneous human tissue, these requisites have to change drastically because of the 
interaction between the electric field and the tissue as well as the phase shift of the dielectric object imposed on the B1 
field profile. Several researchers5-6 have been utilizing a high dielectric pad to reduce or eliminate the shading on an MR 
image because the proposed dielectric pad contains a high relative permittivity (εr > 1000) that can increase the 
polarization of dipole moments in the dielectric material as shown by Eq.1. In other words, it supports conduction currents 
and leads phase changes of magnetic field vector at high frequencies.   
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Our concept is started from the hypothesis that the polarization would be increased if we reduce the electric field ( ) 
applied on RF coil, especially, being able to generate asymmetric  . The proposed initial design configuration considered the isolated coil with a rectangular loop 
shape covering the human head. For both construction and modeling, the loop structure consisted of a copper tracer has 5mm width and 0.2mm thickness, as well as 
250mm length with  95mm width. The coil tracer was segmented of seventeen places as shown by Fig.1. By arranging lumped capacitors per segment, we reduced the 
local and global electric field 	  generated around the half tracer. The coil loop with unbalanced distributed capacitance was tuned at 7T MRI frequency (300MHz). For 
comparison with the proposed coil concept, the traditional balanced loop coil structure, with symmetrically distributed capacitance along the entire loop, was 
constructed as well as modeled. Additionally, the  strip-line coil with 5mm width of  0.2mm thick copper tracer with 40mm of dielectric substrate (εr=2.5) was 
constructed ensuring that  it has the  identical length with the proposed unbalanced coil loop structure. With all the three coil structures, numerical simulations were 
performed to better understand the rotating B1&E field behavior and to estimate the coil sensitivity as well as field uniformity inside the human head using an XFDTD 
software (SEMCAD X (Ver. 14.6.1 Schmid & Partner Engineering AG, Zürich, 
Switzerland) with a numerical human model (Duke, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland). In 
addition, a design of four channels volumetric coil was constructed where each 
unbalanced loop of the array had a 250mm length, and a 220mm width. The B1

+ field 
generated from the proposed unbalance capacitance four channels phased array coil 
was compared with the identical shaped four channels balanced capacitance phased 
array volume coil design where on each of the four loop coils the capacitors were 
distributed symmetrically. 
Results: As it was expected, the proposed coil structure with unbalance distributed 
capacitance creates an asymmetric distributed E-field when compared with the coil 
with symmetrically distributed capacitors. But, in terms of B1 field distribution on the 
dielectric subject, the roles were reversed. The loop coil, consisting of symmetrically 
distributed capacitors, generated inhomogeneous B1 field under given that the human 
head was asymmetric as well as contained highly inhomogeneous and lossy materials. 
The proposed coil with asymmetrically distributed capacitors generated a uniform B1 
field. Its maximum sensitivity on the mid-brain (0.2uT: nominal values in Fig 2) was 
equal as the one with symmetrically distributed capacitors and much superior to the when compared 
with the transmission line coil (Fig 2). The four channels phased array structured with unbalance 
capacitors also showed a similar pattern to the single loop unbalanced capacitor coils. In addition, the 
asymmetrically distributed capacitance of the loop array coil has shown superior B1+ field coil 
sensitivity and uniformity in a similar fashion as the when compared with the array structure with the 
balanced capacitors design (Fig 3). 
Discussion & Conclusion: An asymmetric distributed capacitance loop array structure that generated 
highly homogenous B1 field for 7T MRI was presented. The calculated B1 field uniformity and coil 
sensitivity of the proposed coil was superior to a similar size loop array with symmetrically 
distributed capacitance, as well as the stripline array coil with the same length. The phased array loop 
coil assembly, consisting of the proposed asymmetric distributed capacitance loops, was confirmed 
both through testing as well as through B1

+ field simulation study. Also, the proposed design will 
potentially help the construction of larger size loop arrays to cover more imaging volume at very high 
fields and obtain uniform coverage and high sensitivity.  
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